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The harvest in Sicily has a duration that is
unmatched in any region in the world. It starts

between the very last days of July and early

August with some varieties such as the white

Moscato, if grown at low altitudes in the

south-east, and ends at the end of October, if

not the first days of November, with the last

remnants of Nerello Mascalese in the highest

vineyards on the northern side of Mount Etna,

which in some cases reach an altitude of one

thousand meters. About a hundred days
between summer and autumn. This testifies to

the enormous biodiversity present on the island - there are about a hundred native varieties

and to these are added a few dozen non-native varieties that have become part of the Sicilian

ampelographic heritage - to which is added the very wide climatic spectrum that characterizes

Sicily: we pass from the south-east with its very low rainfall, about 200 millimeters per year, to

areas such as the north of Etna or some areas of the Tyrrhenian coast where instead it exceeds

900 millimeters per year. These two factors, climate and biodiversity, combined with the

millennial presence of the vine, which has given life to an enormous heritage of culture and

tradition linked to wine, mean that Sicily should not be considered a wine region, but a real
continent.

These premises are essential to try to explain Planeta's vision. A vision that takes shape after
17 generations in agriculture, always in the territory of Menfi and Sambuca di Sicilia (where

the family has settled since the 17th century). When in this territory, in 1995, first in the Ulmo

cellar and then also in that of the Dispensa, the production of wine with its own brand was

started (the farm was obviously already active in viticulture), they immediately realized that to

achieve authentic excellence it was essential to look at other territories as well. So, in 1997

we bought Dorilli, in Vittoria, land of the Cerasuolo di Vittoria DOCG; the following year in

Noto, the homeland of Nero d'Avola, in the Buonivini district; in 2007 on the north side of Etna,

in the Sciaranuova district, and finally in 2011 in Capo Milazzo, at the Baronia.

Today Planeta is a real “Journey to Sicily”. A journey

made above all of wines, from five very different

territories, where each of the small cellars located

in the center of the vineyards pursues the goal of

excellence. A journey also made of hospitality,

which occupies a prominent place in three of the

companies (Ulmo in Sambuca di Sicilia, Buonivini in

Noto and Sciaranuova on Etna) and in the small

resort that we opened in 2010 in Menfi: La

Foresteria, inserted this year in the Ecoluxury®

circuit.



A search for authentic quality that has always passed through two “condicio sine qua non”. First,

social responsibility - which has always guided the activities of the family - through concrete

behaviors: close collaboration with local communities, maximum attention to the needs of

workers, enhancement of the territory, first of all through support culture. Secondly, the care
of the landscape and the environment, which goes beyond sustainability: it points to a

concrete and continuous contribution to the improvement of the status quo, specifically of the

territories where the company operates, and more generally of the planet. Respectful

architectural recovery, reforestation, positive carbon footprint, conversion to organic: these

are just some of the concrete actions that have characterized and characterize this program,

which has been underway for over a decade, and which - with an all too easy play on words - we

have baptized "Planeta Terra" (Planeta Earth).

To realize and measure the value of these actions, our invitation is to visit at least one of the

companies: places where the love for Sicily and for our planet is manifested every day.


